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Abstract. In this paper the implementation of legislative and regulatory 
requirement’s in terms of preparing the population for actions in emergencies of man-
made, natural and military character is investigated. Correspondingly, the organization 
of population behaviour is considered from the perspective of implementation of rules 
of their conduct in life and health safety issues, as well as has the goal to establish 
common algorithms of actions aimed at preventing cases of specific threats, and fast 
and effective elimination of possible consequences.  

In the scientific article realization of requirements legislative is probed and 
normatively legal acts on questions preparation of population to the actions in the 
extraordinary situations of technogenic, natural and military character. Accordingly, 
organization of actions of population is examined from point of realization of rules of 
conduct of people after for the maintenance of their life and health and has for an 
object. 
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1. Introduction 

Therefore question in relation to organization of actions of population in the conditions 
of threat of origin or origin of extraordinary situations (NS) from point of realization of 
rules of conduct of people for the maintenance of their life and health is constantly 
actual and introductions of general algorithms of actions of population, directed on 
prevention or avoidance of cases of influence of concrete threats and dangers, rapid and 
effective liquidation of possible consequences, from them have for an object. By the 
important aspect of effective practical realization of these algorithms  

It is at the same time necessary to mark that in organization of theoretical 
preparation of population and in its practical realization there are many failings which 
can considerably reduce strength of population security accordingly.  

2. Analysis of the last researches 

It is marked in previous researches [3, 4], that legislative, normatively legal and a 
methodical base in relation to the studies of population actions in NS needs revision. 



 

 

Also quality of the informative providing of population in relation to safety of vital 
functions needs in a revision. Not enough. 

The studies of working population are carried out due to the money of subjects 
of manage (SG) in working hours at the place of work in obedience to the programs of 
preparation of workers to the actions in NS by course and individual studies, instructing 
(for SG with a quantity 50 and less persons), and also during the leadthrough of the 
special objective studies and trainings on questions CZ (farther – CZ). The programs of 
preparation of workers to the actions in NS are developed and become firmly 
established the leaders of SG on the base of the programs. 

Organization of studies of children of preschool age, students and students, is 
carried out Department of education and science of Ukraine in obedience to the ratified 
properly on-line tutorials (from the study of safety, methods of defense, measures from 
influence of dangerous factors, caused NS, grant to medicare) and concerted from 
DSNS of Ukraine. Preparation of students of higher educational establishments to the 
actions in NS is carried out after normative educational disciplines of “Safety of vital 
functions” and “Civil defense”. 
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